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RESOURCES
FACILITIES: Specifythe facilities to be used for the conduct of the proposed research. Indicate the performance sites and describe capacities,
pertinent capabilities, relative proximity, and extent of availability to the project. Under "Other," identify support services such as machine shop,
electronics shop, and specify the extent to which they will be available to the project. Use continuation pages if necessary.
Laboratory:
Research will be conducted
in ---- --------- --- ---- -------- ------- -- ------------- ---- -------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------- ---- -- ----- -- --------- --- ---- ---- ----- ---- ------ -------------------- ----- ------- ----- ---- --------------- Dedicated space for the P.I. includes three recording laboratories
and one data processing
room. Shared facilities
include: monkey colonies,
quarantine
room and caretaker's
office; a well-equipped
surgery with separate animal and
surgeon preparation
rooms; necropsy room; and histology.
Clinical:

Animal:
Animals are maintained
-- ---- ----- -------- ------- ---- -----------------------Animals
are housed, cared for and used in
accordance
with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.
Animals
are cared for by a full time
technician under our supervision
with oversight by the University of Pittsburgh Division of Laboratory
Animals Resources.
Computer:
Each recording
computer.

laboratory

is equipped

with two

PCs for experimental

procedures.

-----

--------

has

its own

mainframe

Office:
Office space for the P.I. and collaborators

is available

in ---- ---------

Other:
We have our own machine

and electronic

shops within ---- ---------

MAJOR EQUIPMENT: Listthe most importantequipmentitemsalreadyavailable for this project, noting the location and pertinent capabilities of each.
We have all the major equipment
currently needed to complete these projects. The major items include stimulus display
systems, behavioral
control systems (eye-coil, primate chair, video observation
system and reward delivery system) and
single-unit
recording
systems
(modified
Narishige
head--------------------------------------- ,
signal conditioner,
waveform
discriminator,
audio monitor and oscilloscope).
Within ---- -------- -----------------------standard
surgical equipment,
a
surgical microscope
and equipment for histological
processing of brain tissue are available.
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Plan

Aims

Vision is an active process.
We do not see the world directly; rather, we construct
a representation
of it
from sensory inputs in combination
with internal, non-visual
signals.
In the case of spatial perception,
our
representation
of the visual scene takes into account our own movements.
This allows us to perceive the world
as stationary
despite the constant eye movements
that produce new images on the retina. How is this perceptual
stability achieved? Our central hypothesis
is that a corollary
discharge of the eye movement command updates,
or remaps, the internal representation
when the eyes move. We have previously
shown that single neurons in
monkey lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and extrastriate visual cortex are activated by the remapped
trace of a
visual stimulus.
Our long term goal is to discover the neural mechanisms
that produce remapping.
To achieve
this we need to learn much more about the phenomenon
and about the neural circuitry that supports it.
The proposed experiments
are designed to discover whether LIP neurons have equal access to visual information from the entire visual field (Aim 1); to determine whether remapping
in V3A, V3 and V2 varies with
hemifield
or distance (Aim 2); to test whether the superior colliculus
is the source of remapped
visual signals
in the absence of the forebrain commissures
(Aim 3); and to determine whether frontal cortex is the immediate
source of the corollary
discharge signals used in LIP (Aim 4).
Aim 1: Do neurons

in LIP have access

to visual

information

from

the entire

visual

field?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine
the extent to which remapping
of visual information
is universal.
The hypothesis
is that LIP neurons remap visual signals equally well in conjunction
with saccades
in all directions. Single unit recording
will be used to test the degree to which LIP neurons exhibit remapping
following
eye movements
in multiple directions.
At issue is whether LIP neurons have equal access to visual information
from all parts of the visual field.
Aim 2: Does

remapping

in V3A,

V3 and V2 vary with hemifield

or distance?

The aim of these experiments is to determine whether remapping
in V3A, V3 and
or the distance over which visual signals must be remapped.
In our extrastriate
has been done primarily
with 1) across-midline
remapping and 2) large saccades.
account for the lower incidence of remapping
in extrastriate
cortex as compared

V2 depends on the hemifield
experiments
to date, testing
Either of these factors might
to LIP. The hypotheses
are:

1) remapping
is more prevalent
or robust when the stimulus trace remains within the same hemifield;
and 2)
remapping
is more prevalent or robust when the distance over which remapping
must occur is commensurate
with the size of the receptive field.
Aim 3: Is the superior

colliculus

the source

of remapped

visual

signals

in the split-brain

monkey?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine whether the remapping
of visual signals observed in split-brain
animals depends on the superior colliculus.
The hypothesis
is that the robust across-hemifield
remapping
we
found in the split-brain monkey reflects the transfer of visual information
from one superior colliculus
to the
other. Reversible
inactivation
and/or unilateral
lesions of the superior colliculus
will be made in animals in
which the forebrain
commissures
have been transected.
Both behavioral
and electrophysiological
measures
will be used to assess the degree to which remapping
across the vertical meridian depends
on an intact superior
colliculus.
Aim 4: Is frontal

cortex

the primary

source

of the corollary

discharge

signal

sent to LIP?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine
the immediate
source of corollary
discharge
input to LIP. The
hypothesis
is that frontal cortex sends information
about an impending
saccade to LIP, and LIP then uses this
information
to remap the stimulus representation.
This hypothesis
will be tested in experiments
using lesions
or reversible
inactivation
in combination
with single unit recording
and behavioral
testing. The frontal eye field
will be mapped
out and lesioned or inactivated.
Single unit recording
in area LIP and behavioral
testing will
be used to assess

the degree

to which

remapping

is preserved.
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and Significance

We think of perception
as leading to action.
Visual signals arriving in cortex are analyzed and processed
through multiple stages, objects arc recognized
and locations identified, a decision of some kind is made, and
an action is generated. This process is conceived
of as information moving forward through a system in which
motor output represents
the end of the process.
Equally important, however,
may be the reverse process by
which information about motor output is fed back to earlier stages, allowing action to influence perception.
The

idea that action

has an impact

on perception

is an old one.

More

than a century

ago,

Helmholtz

(1866) proposed
that the reason the world appears to stay still when the eyes move is because the "effort of
will" involved in the generation
of a saccade simultaneously
adjusts perception
to take that eye movement
into account. A simple experiment
convinces
most observers that Helmholtz'
account must be essentially
true.
When the retina is displaced by pressing on the eye, the world does seem to move. In contrast, we are oblivious
to the changes in the retinal image that occur with each eye movement.
This perceptual stability has long been
understood to reflect the fact that what we see is not a direct impression of the external world but a construction,
or internal representation
of it. It is this internal representation
that is adjusted, or updated, in conjunction with
eye movements.
Very little is known, however,
about the actual neural mechanisms
that produce an updated
representation.
We have investigated
what happens
to visual information
in the lateral intraparietal area in conjunction
with eye movements.
We discovered
that when the eyes move so that the receptive
field of an LIP neuron
lands on a recently stimulated screen location, the neuron fires as though a stimulus were still present,
even
though the screen is blank (Duhamel
et al., 1992a; Colby et al., 1995). This response
to the trace of a previous
stimulus suggests that LIP neurons participate in updating an internal representation
of visual space.
We
called this process "remapping"
to emphasize
that visual information
is being shifted from the coordinates
of the initial eye position to the coordinates
of the next eye position.
Remapping
may thus contribute to
maintaining the spatial alignment between the external world and its internal representation.
Since our original
discovery
of remapping
in area LIP, it has been observed in the frontal eye field (Umeno
and Goldberg, 1997)
and in the intermediate
layers of the superior colliculus
(Walker et al., 1995). A very important observation
is that remapping
in LIP depends on the salience of the stimulus.
A stimulus can be made salient either by
a bottom-up
process, such as a sudden stimulus onset (Yantis and Jonides, 1984), or by a top-down process,
such as making the stimulus relevant for the animal's behavior
(Gottlieb
et al., 1998).
The significance
of
this finding is that it tells us that only selected portions of the visual scene are updated. The conclusion
from
these studies is that remapping is a fundamental
and widespread
mechanism
that could contribute
to spatial
constancy (Colby and Goldberg, 1999).
In the current grant period, we made three major advances in understanding
the physiology
and circuitry
that underlie this phenomenon.
First, we discovered
that remapping
is prevalent through much of the dorsal stream (Nakamura
and Colby, 2002).
This is important because
it indicates that remapping
is a general
phenomenon,
not confined solely to oculomotor
and closely
allied structures.
Second,
we discovered
that
remapping
from one hemifield
to the other is only transiently impaired following
transection of the forebrain
commissures.
This is significant
because it tells us that the circuitry required
for remapping
stimulus traces
from one hemifield
to the other is not limited to cortico-cortical
connections.
Third, we have extended
these
studies to human cortex and shown that physiological
activation related to remapping can be
functional magnetic
resonance
imaging (Berman
and Colby, 2002a,b;
Merriam et al., 2003).
proposed experiments
is to achieve a more precise understanding of the neural mechanisms
that
ping in monkeys and learn how it contributes
to visual perception and behavior. The following
an overview of previous work that sets the stage for the proposed research.
1. Spatial

representation

in monkey

lateral

intraparietal

visualized
with
The aim of the
produce remapsections present

area (LIP).

Neural activity in area LIP reflects multiple aspects of the monkey's environment
and behavior (Andersen
et al.,
1997; Colby and Goldberg,
1999). Nearly all neurons in area LIP respond
to visual stimuli presented
in the
receptive
field while the monkey fixates a central point. About half the population
also exhibit saccade related activity, which occurs before, during and/or after a saccade directed toward the receptive field. Many
other factors, including
anticipation,
memory, orbital position,
tention, also have a significant
impact on LIP neuron activity
Shadlen and Newsome,
2001; Toth and Assad, 2002; Glimcher,
PHS 398 (Rev. 5/01)
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plex range of activities?
One interpretation
is that LIP neurons encode salient attended
locations.
When an LIP
neuron fires, it means that an event occured, or is expected
to occur, at a particular
location.
This event can be
the sudden appearance
of a stimulus in the receptive
field, generating
a saccade toward it, directing
attention
to that location, or remembering
that a stimulus appeared
there. What is important
is that the location has been
made salient by its actual or potential relevance
for the animal's
behavior.
This interpretation
raises the issue
of how salient spatial locations
are represented
in area LIP.
Considerable
interest
has focused
in recent years on brain mechanisms
of spatial representation,
particularly in parietal cortex.
An emerging
view is that parietal neurons
represent
locations
relative
to multiple
spatial reference
frames, including
eye-centered,
head-centered,
body-centered
and world-centered
(Colby,
1998; Andersen
and Buneo, 2002).
In area LIP, neurons
have retinotopic
receptive
fields that move with the
eye. We discovered
that these retinotopic
neurons
contribute
to an eye-centered,
and not just a retinotopic
representation
of space (Duhamel
et al., 1992a; Colby et al., 1995). The distinction
is this. A simple retinotopic representation
would reflect only the retinal location at which the stimulus
originally
appeared.
In an
eye-centered
representation,
the location of the stimulus is still represented
with respect to its distance
and
direction
from the fovea but this representation
is updated
when the eyes move, so that stimuli are always
represented
with respect to the current position of the fovea. The effect of this updating
is to produce
a representation
in which the trace of a stimulus is shifted to activate neurons
whose retinotopic
receptive
fields
currently

contain

the stimulated

location.

The construction
of an eye-centered
representation
in LIP reflects the influence
of action on perception.
Behavioral
evidence
suggests
that the use of an eye-centered
reference
frame can simplify
considerably
the
problem of eye-hand
coordination
in natural tasks, by reducing
the amount of information
that must be kept
on-line (Ballard et al., 1995). These authors suggest that a relatively
sparse internal representation
of the visual
field will suffice so long as the behaviorally
relevant information
is maintained.
While the representation
need
not be detailed
or complete,
it should presumably
be able to be updated
following
eye movements
in any
direction.
This implies that we should observe remapping
in LIP in conjunction
with any saccade that brings a
stimulated
location into the receptive
field.
We currently
know very little about the conditions
under which remapping
occurs. A fundamental
question
is whether LIP neurons have equal access to stimulus information
from the entire visual field. Studies to date
have used a standard
paradigm
in which the stimulus
trace is remapped
from one hemifield
to the other by
means of a horizontal
saccade.
The question we address in Aim 1 is whether remapping
is universal,
in the
sense that it occurs following
saccades
in any direction.
The significance
of this question
lies in what the
answer means for spatial constancy:
if visual information
can be remapped
in any direction over any distance,
then this mechanism
could contribute
to spatial constancy.
2. Impact

of action

on representation

in extrastriate

visual

cortex.

Extrastriate
visual cortex contains a hierarchy
of visual areas, connected
by feedforward
and feedback
projections Maunsell
and Van Essen (1983). This hierarchy,
identified initially on the basis of laminar patterns of connectivity, also reflects the increasing
complexity
of response
properties
as visual signals are transformed
beyond
V1. Substantial
evidence has accumulated
for the impact of top-down
processes
related to attention
and working memory on neural activity at various levels of the hierarchy
(Robinson
et al., 1978; Moran and Desimone,
1985; Mountcastle
et al., 1987; Motter, 1993, 1994; Steinmetz
et al., 1994; Seidemann
and Newsome,
1999;
Reynolds et al., 1999; McAdams
and Maunsell,
1999; Recanzone
and Wurtz, 2000; Pasternak
and Zaksas, 2003).
Much less is known about the impact of motor action on visual processing
in extrastriate
areas. In the
ventral stream, the structure
of V4 receptive
fields is modulated
around the time of saccadic
eye movements
(Tolias et al., 2001).
In the dorsal stream, we found that there is robust remapping
in single neurons
in areas V3A, V3 and V2 (Nakamura
and Colby, 2002).
This is significant
because
it provides
support for the
idea that extrastriate
cortex is not simply engaged in passive elaboration
of retinal signals, but rather that an
active process is guiding the acquisition
(Maunsell,
1995). The function
of such

and maintenance
active processes

of stimulus
in extrastriate

representations
in extrastriate
cortex
cortex may be to narrow the task of

stimulus representation
to only those locations or stimulus features
which are currently
of importance
for the
organism.
Psychophysical
work on integration
of information
across saccades
indicates
that rather little information
is maintained
from one fixation to the next (Hayhoe et al., 1991; Irwin, 1991; Lachter and Hayhoe,
1995; Irwin and Andrews,
1996). Perceptual
stability may result not from fusing complete
images acquired
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in separate
glances but from integrating
information
about only a few selected
objects
or potential
targets.
Further, the spatial reference
frame in which this limited information
is integrated
may reflect the demands
of
the specific task. Psychophysical
results indicate that eye-centered
(updated
retinotopic),
object-centered
and
other spatial reference
frames are used to integrate
transsaccadic
information
(Karn et al., 1993; Cave et al.,
1994; Pelz and Hayhoe,
1995; Hikosaka
et al., 1996).
They also suggest that target selection
and transsaccadic integration
may take place at relatively
early stages of the visual system (Hikosaka
et al., 1993, 1996;
Shimojo et al., 1996).
What is the neural circuit that produces
remapping
in extrastriate
cortex?
There are at least two possibilities.
First, it could be that the computation
is carried out in LIP. A corollary
discharge
signal, possibly
from FEF, could induce remapping
of stimulus representations
in LIP and the results of that computation
could
be fed back to earlier levels of the visual system.
Numerous
studies have demonstrated
the strength
of these
feedback
projections
from LIP to areas V3A, V3 and V2 (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic,
1989; Andersen
et al.,
1990; Blatt et al., 1990; Baizer et al., 1991; Lewis and Van Essen, 2000).
The large spatial scale over which
remapping
occurs favors the idea that the computation
is carried out in area LIP: in the standard
task, the saccade size is normally
20 deg. The transfer of visual signals over such long distances
suggests that remapping
is computed
at a relatively
high level of the visual hierarchy,
where integration
over long distances
could take
place.
The second possibility
is that remapping
could be produced
independently
at multiple
levels of the system. Extrastriate
cortex receives direct projections
from FEF which could carry the corollary
discharge
signal
needed to trigger remapping
(Colby,
1988; Schall et al., 1995).
The density of these projections
from FEF
to extrastriate
cortex matches
quite well with the proportion
of neurons
in each area that exhibit remapping
(Stanton et al., 1995). The idea is that corollary
discharge
signals from these FEF projections
could trigger
remapping
based on local transmission
of visual signals within each area and between
homologous
areas in
each hemisphere.
Horizontal
connections
are ubiquitous
in visual cortex (Gilbert et al., 1996; Angelucci
et al.,
2002; Stettler et al., 2002) and they serve to link more distant parts of the field at higher levels of the hierarchy
(Kritzer et al., 1992). This second hypothesis
leads to two predictions.
First, if horizontal
connections
within
an extrastriate
area contribute
to remapping,
then we can expect to find remapping
in more neurons when we
test for it at the spatial scale appropriate
for each area. Second, if remapping
in extrastriate
cortex is computed
locally, we can expect that it will be more prevalent
for within-hemifield
remapping
than for across-hemifield
remapping.
The experiments
in Aim 2 will characterize
remapping
in extrastriate
cortex at different
spatial
scales and will investigate
the prevalence
of extrastriate
remapping
for within-hemifield
and across-hemifield
transfer
of information.
The results of these experiments
will constrain
further hypotheses
about the neural
circuits

that give rise to remapping

3. Interhemispheric

transfer

in extrastriate

of stimulus

cortex.

traces.

The corpus callosum
links up visual areas in the two hemispheres.
While it was initially assumed that these
links served only to knit up the representation
of the vertical meridian,
it is now clear that callosal
connections extend to regions of the visual field representation
that are far from the midline (Van Essen et al., 1982;
Maunsell
and Van Essen, 1983; Kennedy
et al., 1986; Maunsell
and Van Essen, 1987). Parietal cortex also has
extensive callosal connections
(Pandya and Vignolo, 1969; Hedreen
and Yin, 1981; Seltzer and Pandya, 1983;
Andersen
et al., 1985). The function
of these callosal
connections
is unknown.
An intriguing
observation
in
a split-brain
human suggests that the callosum
is necessary
for interactions
that extend over large parts of the
visual field and cross the vertical meridian
(Land et al., 1983). In this subject, the long-range
contextual
effects that produce color constancy
operated normally
within a hemifield
but did not extend across the vertical
midline.
We expected
that the same would be true for long-range
spatial interactions:
we assumed
that the
corpus callosum
and anterior commissure
were the sole pathway for remapping
visual information
across the
vertical meridian.
In the current grant period, we used behavioral
and physiological
methods to test whether
the forebrain
commissures
were necessary
for remapping
across the vertical meridian.
To our surprise, we
found that, after an intial deficit, behavioral
performance
was close to normal on a task that requires remapping. Moreover,
single neurons in area LIP showed robust remapping
when signals were transferred
across the
vertical meridian.
The next step is to work out the pathway by which this remapping
is accomplished.
The
prime candidate
is the intertectal
commissure,
which is thought to mediate the transfer
of spatial information
in the absence of the corpus callosum
(Barr and Corballis,
2002).
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The experiments
in Aim 3 will test whether remapping
across hemifields
is still possible when the forebrain
commissures
have been transected
AND the superior colliculus
has been unilaterally
lesioned or inactivated.
We expect that within-hemifield
remapping
will remain intact and that across-hemifield
remapping
will be
abolished.
The outcome of these experiments
will provide insight into the neural circuits that underlie remapping.
If we find that across-hemifield
remapping
still recovers
after a unilateral
superior
colliculus
lesion,
we will have to conclude
that remapping
of spatial information
does not require information
transfer between
forebrain or midbrain
structures.
Defining the circuitry that underlies
remapping
is a necessary
step toward the
long term goal of understanding
the actual mechanisms
that allow visual representations
to be updated.
4. Cortical

interactions

mediating

the updating

of spatial

representations.

Neuropsychological
evidence in humans indicates
that frontal and parietal cortex are both involved
in remapping (Duhamel
et al., 1992b; Heide et al., 1995).
In a patient
with extensive
unilateral
damage to both regions, the ability to remap the trace of a visual stimulus and use it to guide ipsiversive
eye movements
was
abolished.
Our working
hypothesis
is that both frontal and parietal
cortex contribute
to remapping
in specific ways. Remapping
is initiated by a corollary
discharge
signal at the time an eye movement
is generated
(Duhamel et al., 1992a; Colby et al., 1995). Corollary
discharge
signals could arise from many structures
involved in the generation
of eye movements,
including
the frontal eye field and the superior colliculus.
The
frontal eye field sends motor commands
and visual signals to the superior colliculus
(Segraves
and Goldberg,
1987; Sommer and Wurtz, 2000, 2001).
The superior
colliculus
acts reciprocally
on the FEF through a relay in the mediodorsal
nucleus of the thalamus
(Sommer
and Wurtz, 2002). Corollary
discharge
signals may
originate
in either structure.
Regardless
of the origin of the corollary
discharge,
the frontal eye field is likely
to be the immediate
source of corollary
discharge
input to LIP, via the strong and direct links between FEF
and LIP (Barbas and Mesulam,
1981; Barbas, 1988; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic,
1989; Andersen
et al., 1990;
Blatt et al., 1990; Stanton et al., 1995; Schall et al., 1995).
Previous
physiological
studies on frontoparietal
interactions
indicate that this circuit can be usefully explored
by reversible
inactivation
methods.
Recordings
in LIP during reversible
cooling of prefrontal
cortex revealed reduced levels of memory related activity in the
delayed saccade task (Goldman-Rakic
and Chafee, 1994). This suggests that feedback projections
from frontal
to parietal cortex provide specific memory-related
signals.
In Aim 4 we will use both permanent
lesions and
reversible
inactivation
methods to test whether frontal cortex is the primary
source of information
about intended eye movements.
If we find that removing
FEF from the circuit abolishes
remapping
in LIP, we will
conclude
that FEF is the immediate
source of the corollary
discharge
signal in LIP. If remapping
is unaffected
or only partially impaired,
we will conclude
can reach LIP. Understanding
this circuitry
neural mechanisms
that underlie remapping.

C. Progress

Report

and

Preliminary

that there are multiple routes by which corollary
discharge
signals
is essential
for guiding the development
of hypotheses
about the

Results

Overview
Since our discovery
of the phenomenon
been to elucidate
the neural mechanisms

of remapping
in parietal cortex, the central goal of our research
has
that produce remapping.
Our strategy is to identify the brain structures

and pathways
involved and then work out the actual neural circuits and mechanisms
by which visual signals are
updated. In the current grant period we have focused on 1) determining
whether extrastriate
cortex participates
in updating;
2) determining
whether the forebrain commissures
are a necessary
part of the circuit for updating;
and 3) extending
these investigations
to human cortex through functional
imaging. Work during this period has
resulted in nine original research
articles published
in refereed journals
and eight invited reviews,
including
reviews published
in the Annual Review of Neuroscience
and Neuron.
1. Extrastriate

neurons

carry

cognitive

signals.

One of our main goals in the current
grant period was to determine
whether
extrastriate
visual cortex participates in remapping.
We began with area V3A because
it is the extrastriate
area most closely connected
with LIP. As a first step, we asked whether
we could identify in area V3A neurons
the extraretinal
signals
that are so prominent
in area LIP. We recorded
from area V3A while monkeys
performed
standard
fixation
and memory-guided
saccade tasks. We found that activity in V3A is subject to significant
modulation
by extraretinal
published

factors including
attention,
anticipation,
memory and saccadic
eye movements.
These results were
in the Journal
of Neurophysiology
(Nakamura
and Colby, 2000).
We concluded
that area V3A is
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the trace of a visual stimulus in conjunction
with eye movments.
One of
grant period was whether remapping
is limited to these oculomotor
and
it can be observed
in areas thought to be primarily
visual in function.
We
remapping
task. We found that more than half of V3A neurons
(52%)
in Figure I. Remapped
responses
in area V3A are as robust as those in

area LIP; the amplitude
of response
in the remapping
task was 75% of that in a standard
fixation
concluded
that remapping
is not limited to neurons in ocuolomotor
and closely-allied
brain regions
is present
Academy

as well in dorsa! stream visual areas. These
of Science (Nakamura
and Colby, 2002).
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Figm'e 1: V3A neuron that responds to the stimulus trace after a saccade. The cartoons show the location of stimuli on the screen.
Time lines show horizontal (H) and vertical (V) eye position (calibration bar, 20 dog) and the timing of stimulus events. Rasters from
10 correct trials are aligned on the specified event and summed to generate histograms.
A) Fixation task: a 3-deg bar at the optimal
orientation is flashed in the RF while the monkey fixates. B) Single-step task: while the monkey fixates FP1, the stimulus is flashed
in the new RF for 50 ms; it is extinguished
before the saccade to FP2. The neuron fires after the saccade brings the RF onto the
stimulated location, even though the stimulus is already gone. C) Stimulus-alone
control: presentation
of the stimulus outside the RF
does not drive the neuron in the absence of a saccade. D) Saccade-alone
control: the saccade alone does not drive the neuron in the
absence of a stimulus.
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We next asked whether V3A neurons
remap stimulus traces by shifting the receptive
field or whether
the
receptive fidd expands at the time of a saccade,
We did this by testing the neurons'
sensitivity
at 2 locations,
the old (initial)receptive
field and the new (future)receptive
riel& We presented
the stimuli at 4 different times
relative to the saccade in order to understand how the receptive field changes
over time. All 8 conditions
were
randomly
interleaved:. We found that neural responses
fell along a continuum.
Some, like the neuron illustrated
in Figure 2, appear m shift the location
of the receptive
field around the time of an intended
saccade:
they
simul taneoustg
become less responsive
at the initial location and much more responsive
at the future location
of the receptive field, in contrast, other neurons appear to undergo a momentary
expansion
of the receptive field
immediately
before a saccade. This neuron illustrated
in Figure 3 exhibited
predictive
remapping:
it began to
respond even before the onset of the saccade that would move the receptive
field onto the stimulated
screen
location (panel B). When tested in all 8 conditions,
the neuron exhibited
a dual responsiveness
(Figure 4). In
time conditions
1 and 2, the neuron responded
to a stimulus presented
at either the old or the new receptive
field. This dual responsiveness
continued
until saccade onset, when it abruptly
ceased (time condition
3)°
These results suggest that there is a temporary
expansion
of the effective receptive
field around the time of a
saccade.
Many previous experiments
have demonstrated
that receptive
fields are dynamic.
The present results
indicate that intended motor action is one of the factors that contributes
to this plasticity.
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We next asked whether neurons
at even earlier stages of the visual system hierarchy
would remap stimulus
traces. Using the same tasks and conditions,
we tested neurons in V3, V2 and in striate cortex. We found that
many neurons in area V3 respond in the single step task but that the proportion
drops off rapidly in V2. In striate
cortex, only 1 neuron out of 64 tested showed evidence of remapping
(Figure 5). Two other trends were clear.
First, the proportion
of neurons
that remap predictively
decreased
markedly
at lower levels of the hierarchy.
Second, the mean latency of the remapped
response
relative to saccade onset was much longer at lower levels. AlI of these findings suggest that earlier stages of the visual system are connectionalty
or computationatly
further from the source of the central signal that drives remapping.
The next critical question is whether remapping is in fact an entirely top-down
process,
in which the computation
is carried out in LIP (or elsewhere),
or
whether it proceeds in parallel at multiple levels of the visual system. This question will be addressed
in Aim 2.
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Our central hypothesis
is that spatial updating
involves an active transfer of information
between two sets of
neurons.
Previous
studies have demonstrated
that this transfer can take place over long spatial distances,
even
across visual hemifields.
Across-hemifield
remapping
presumably
requires
communication
between
sets of
neurons in opposite hemispheres.
What circuitry
supports this interhemispheric
transfer of information?
We
hypothesized
that the forebrain
commissures
provide the primary route for updating
spatial locations
across
visual hemifields.
We tested this hypothesis
in two split-brain
monkeys
by measuring
performance
in a classic test of spatial
abilities, the double-step
task (Hallett and Lightstone,
1976; Sparks and Mays, 1990). In essence, the doublestep task is an extension
of the single-step
task: two lights are flashed in rapid succession
while the subject
maintains
central fixation.
The instruction
is simply to look at the lights in order of appearance.
Because the
light flashes are brief, the targets are no longer present at the time of the eye movements.
Accurate
performance
in the double-step
task requires
the use of the information
provided
by remapping.
Programming
the first
saccade is straightforward:
the size and direction
of the required saccade
exactly match the retinal position
of the first stimulus,
relative to the fovea. Programming
the second sacade presents
a problem.
In order to
program
this second saccade, the system must take into account the difference
between the initial eye position,
from which the target was seen, and the new eye position,
from which it must be acquired.
Remapping
the
stimulus trace of the second target from the coordinates
of the initial eye position to the coordinates
of the new
eye position accomplishes
the required transformation
of spatial information.
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We measured
performance
in 6 conditions
of the double-step
saccade task, illustrated
in Figure 6. We
compared
two kinds of sequences:
(1) within-hemifield
sequences,
in which T2 was updated within the same
hemifield,
and (2) across-hemifietd
sequences,
in which T2 was updated from one visual field to the other. At
the beginning
of testing, these novel sequences
were interleaved
with a well-learned
central sequence in which
T2 was on the vertical meridian.
We predicted
that split-brain
monkeys would be impaired
on across-hemifeld
but not within-hemifield
sequences.
Extensive
behavioral
testing in two split-brain
monkeys has produced
highly consistent
results. Each monkey was initially trained on a central condition
in which T2 appeared
at the visual-field
midline.
In this condition, successful
performance
could always be achieved through within-hemifield
updating
regardless
of the
direction
of the saccade.
After the initial phase of training,
a set of novel conditions
was introduced
in which
T2 could appear off the visual-field
midline at symmetrically
placed locations
in either the right or left visual
field° Depending
on the location of T2, successful
performance
depended
on either within-hemifietd
or acrosshemifield
updating.
Each monkey
initially failed on across-hemifield
conditions
while performing
accurately
on within-hemifield
conditions.
Figure 6 shows the first ten trials performed
by monkey EMo The monkey was
very accurate on the trained central sequences,
and performed
the newly introduced
within-hemifield
conditions with considerable
accuracy:
endpoints
for the central (black) and within sequences
(green) are clustered
near the correct T2 tocationso
In contrast, the monkey missed every trial of the first ten across-hemifield
sequences.
Endpoints
for the visual-across
sequences
(red) are clustered
near the central target location:
these
endpoints
are shifted compared
m the saccades
toward the central target but do not come close to the correct
position.
These data are consistent
with the prediction
that across-hemifield
performance
would be adversely
affected in the absence of the forebrain commissures.
To our surprise, both animals learned to perform the across-hemifield
double-step
as they gained experience
with specific sequences
(right panel).
Performance
on across-hemifield
conditions
improved
over dozens of
daily sessions so that it became almost as good as within-hemifield
performance.
The impact of experience
was
location-specifc:
changing the geometry of the targets resulted in a reinstated
across-hemifield
defcit that was
ameliorated
only after another phase of training.
Importantly,
this acquired
updating
ability was parametric,
not just categorical:
small trial-to-trial
variations
in the location of T2 elicited matching
small variations
in the
end-point
of the second saccade. This stimulus-dependence
means that the animal was actually using updated
visual information,
rather than relying on a motor strategy.
We conclude
that, while the forebrain
commissures provide the primary path for updating spatial information
across hemifields,
subcortical
pathways
must
be responsible
for the recovery
of function.
All phases of behavioral
data collection
are now complete
in two
split-brain
monkeys.
The results are strongly consistent
between animals and are now being prepared
for publication.
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Do neurons in LIP update spatial locations across visual hemifields
in the absence
of the forebrain
commissures?
Our behavioral
results indicate that across-hemifield
updating is initially impaired
in the absence of
the forebrain
commissures,
but ultimately
recovers
as the animals gain experience.
This recovery
raises the
possibility
that updating in the split-brain
monkey could be accomplished
entirely
by circuitry
outside of LIP
(for conditions
where the stimulus trace is remapped
across hemifields).
We hypothesized
that updating signals
in LIP would be normal for within-hemifield
remapping
but might be absent for across-hemifield
conditions.
We tested this hypothesis
by recording
from single neurons in LIP during the single-step
monkeys
make a single saccade from an initial fixation point (FP1) to a new fixation point
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flashes briefly on the screen, simultaneously
with the appearance
of FP2. The stimulus
never physically
appears in the neuron's
receptive field, but it is placed at a location that will be encompassed
by the receptive
field when the eyes reach FP2. We recorded
from single LIP neurons during two conditions
of the single-step
task shown in Figure 7 (top panels). In the within-hemifield
condition,
the representation
of the stimulus is in
the same visual hemifield
when the eyes are at FP1 and at FP2. In the across-hemifield
condition,
the stimulus
representation
is in one visual hemifield
when the eyes are at FP1, but in the opposite
hemifield
when the
eyes are at FP2. For each neuron, we randomly
interleaved
within- and across-hemifield
conditions,
thereby
allowing each neuron to serve as its own control. We also recorded
from each neuron during two control tasks:
saccade-alone
and stimulus-alone.
We expected to find updating
activity in LIP for within-hemifield
conditions
but not across-hemifield
conditions.
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As expected,
we found robust updating activity for within-hemifield
conditions.
The neuron in Figure 7
exhibits a strong burst of activity even before the onset of the eye movement,
indicating
predictive
updating
of the stimulus representation.
Activity persists after the completion
of the saccade.
Does this same neuron
also fire for across-hemifield
updating?
Remarkably,
it does. Firing in the across-hemifield
single-step
task
also begins just before saccade
however, in the across,hemifield
This

experiment

has now

onset and continues
condition.
been

carried

after saccade

to completion

in two

completion.

Updating

activity

split-brain

monkeys.

Out

is less robust,
of 58 LIP

neu-

rons recorded,
51 showed statistically
significant
within-hemifietd
updating,
while 28 showed
statistically
significant
across-hemifield
updating.
Control experiments
in two intact monkeys
have shown that withinhemifield
and across-hemifield
remapping
occur with approximately
equal frequency.
Thus the incidence
of
across-hemifield
remapping
in the split-brain
animals, although by no means very low, is significantly
less than
normal.
Measurements
of the amplitude
of remapl_d
activity suggest the same general
conclusion.
For the
population
of 58 LIP neurons
we observe significant
remapping
activity for the across-hemifield
condition,
though the amplitude
is significantly
less than for the within-hemifield
condition
(Figure
7). These results
show that area LIP still has access to across-hemifield
updating
signals, even in the absence
of the forebrain
commissures.
These physiological
experiments
are complete
and the results are being prepared
for publication.
The unexpected
activation
for across-hemifield
remapping
in LIP neurons provides
the motivation
for Aim 3
in the present
7. LIP

proposal.

neurons

respond

to remapped

visual

Our findings from the single-step
task indicate
when the primary
route for their transmission
present during the double-step
saccade task?
updating activity for both the within-hemifield
We tested

this hypothesis

by recording

signals

in the double-step

task

that across-hemifield
updating
signals can reach area LIP, even
has been disrupted.
Are these across-hemifield
signals atso
Given the single-step
findings,
we expected
to observe robust
and the across-hemifield
conditions
of the double-step
task.

from

single

neurons

in the lateral

intraparietal

area

(LIP)

during

two conditions
of the double-step
task, within-hemifield
and across-hemifietd
(Figure 8, mp panels). For each
neuron, the configuration
for the double-step
task is identical
to that for the single-step
task, with one crucial
difference:
the flashed stimulus now serves as the target for the second saccade (T2). We randomly
within- and across-hemifield
conditions,
allowing each neuron to serve as its own control.
We found robust updating activity during
tions but also for across-hemifield
conditions
the double-step
sequences
successfully,
even

double-step
performance,
not only for within-hemifield
condi(Figure 8, bottom panels).
The monkey
was able to complete
for the across-hemifield
condition.
This behavioral
success is
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Within-hemifietd

T1

BeginNng

Carol Louise

Across-hemifield

Figure 8: Remapping
activity during the double-step
task. This
neuron has significant updating activity, both for within-hemifield
trials (left) and across-hemifield
_ials (right).
Rasters and histograms are aligned (tail vertical line) on saccade onset. Calibra-

T1

FPI

Colby,

FP1

C:..

of saccade2_m

tion bar at left indicates

firing rate of 20Hz.

Beg_nnh_j of saccade

s

reflected
by the activity of the neuron. The neuron fires briskly, and in a predictive
fashion, for both updating
conditions.
The pattern of firing is similar to the same neuron's
activity during the single-step
task, shown in
Figure 7. The magnitude
of activity is greater, however, for the double-step
than for the single-step
task. WNat
accounts for this increased
activity?
We interpret the increased
firing as a combination
of visual and saccaderelated activity. Recording
from this same neuron during the memou¢'-guided'
saccade task showed that the cell
has visual as well as motor (presaccadic)
activity. Thus, in the double-step
task, the neuron's
activity reflects
a combination
of two signals: a visual response
to the updated
stimulus trace, and motor activity in relation
to the saccade to T2. We observed
this robust activity regardless
of the updating
condition
(within or across)°
Our findings demonstrate
that across-hemifield
updating
signals can reach area LIP in the split-brain
in the
double-step
as well as the single-step
task. Our current efforts in this experiment
are focused on determining
the relation between neural activity in LIP and behavioral
performance
in the double-step
task.
8. LIP

neurons

remap

stimulus

traces

in multiple

directions,

Our first Aim in the current proposal
is to determine
whether
Our initial results indicate that individual
neurons can remap
different
directions.
We recorded
from LIP neurons
in four

remapping
is independent
of saccade direction.
stimulus traces in conjunction
with saccades in
configurations
of the single step task as shown

in Figure 9. The top histogram
in each panel shows activity during one configuration
of the single-step
task;
below it are the corresponding
control conditions.
Because LIP neurons have relatively
large receptive
fields,
the control conditions
show variable amounts of activity. For this particular
neuron, the 'left' configuration,
an
ipsiversive
eye movement
with the stimulus in the ipsiversive
visual yield, matches the single-step
configuration
used in the original remapping
experiments.
In this configuration,
the stimulus trace is remapped
from one
hemifield
to the other. For the other 3 configurations,
the stimulus trace is remapped
within the same hemifield.
This neuron showed a robust response relative to the controls in each of the single-step
conditions.
The finding
that neurons remap stimulus traces in multiple directions
indicates that individual
neurons in LIP can contribute
to the maintenance
of spatial constancy
throughout
the visual field.
While this neuron showed remapping
in multiple
stimulus trace shows that remapping
is not equally
although
an individual
LIP neuron may have access
access may be restricted
by visuomotor
parameters.
may affect remapping
include whether the saccade
field. These issues will be explored in experiments
9, Visual

representations

in human

cortex

directions,
a comparison
of the amplitude
of the remapped
strong in all directions.
The implication
of this result is that,
to information
from disparate regions of the visual field, its
In addition to saccade direction,
other parameters
which
is ipsiversive
or contraversive
and location of the receptive
under Aim 1.

are modulated

by top-down

signMs,

During the current grant period, we became intrigued
by the possibility
that these studies could be extended to
humans through the use of functional
magnetic resonance
imaging. We began with studies of basic oculomotor
functions
in humans and mapped the cortical and subcortical
areas that contribute
to the generation
of pursuit
and saccadic
eye movements
(Berman
et al., 1999).
We then focused on identification
of areas involved in
spatial working memory, including
areas in extrastriate
cortex, with the idea that these areas might participate
in remapping.
We found evidence
for activation
related to the representation
of remembered
locations
in
two regions of extrastriate
cortex (Berman and Colby, 2002b).
Third, we looked for evidence
of top-down
attentional
modulation
of activity in extrastriate
cortex.
We found that attention
modulated
visual memory
signals in extrastriate
cortex (Berman
and Colby, 2002a). We were encouraged
by these findings to investigate
whether top-down
motor signals could also affect visual representations
in human cortex.
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Humans and monkeys
have similar abilities in the double-step
task and, in both species,
the parietal lobe is
crucial for accurate performance
(Baizer and Bender,
1989; Hallett and Lightstone,
t976; Heide et al., 1995;
Li and Andersen,
2001). We hypothesized
that updating
would produce physiological
activity in human parietal cortex and that we would be able to visualize
it with fMRI. Many previous
studies have shown that visual stimuli activate extensive
regions of visual and parietal cortex (Sereno et al., 1995; De,be
et al., 1996;
Enget et al., 1997).
We predicted
that ipsilateral
parietal
cortex would also become
activated
when an eye
movement
brought a previously
stimulated
screen location into the field. As illustrated
in Figure 10, we expected activation
to shift from the right to the left hemisphere
when the eyes moved, despite the fact that no
physical stimulus ever appeared
in the right visual field. We found robust activation
in the ipsilateral
hemisphere in response
to a remapped
visual stimulus (Figure 11). As predicted,
this remapped
activation
appeared
later than the visual activation,
in conjunction
with the eye movement.
We ruled out the possibility
that this
remapped
response
resulted from either the eye movement
or the visual stimulus alone. These results demonstrate that activation
related to updating of stimulus representations
can be visualized
in human par/etal cortex.
These findings have been published
in Neuron (Merriam
et al., 2003).
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Figure 10: _
paradigm and predicted results. A) The stimulus appears in the left visual field for 2 s, activating right hemisphere occipital and parietal cortex (blue circle).
Simultaneously, the stimulus disappears
and a tone cues the subject to
make a leftward eye movement. This saccade brings the screen
location of the now,extinguished
stimulus (dotted circle) into
the right visual field. We predicted that remapping of the stimulus trace would cause activation to shift from the right to the
left hemisphere (red hatched circle). B) The shaded region indicates the time that the stimulus is on, and the vertical line at 2 s

Figure 11: Visual and remapped responses from the left hemisphere of a single subject. A) Time course of activation evoked
by the visual and remapped responses from parietal cortex. The
MR time course over the 15 s task epoch represents the average
of 72 trials. The shaded gray bar indicates when the stimulus
was present, and the vertical line at 2 s shows the time of the
auditory cue to make a saccade.
The remapped response (red
line) occurs later and is smaller than the visual response (blue
line). B) BOLD-image
raster plots of the visual responses from
the same hemispheres
for 72 successive trials.
Activation on

indicates the time of the auditory cue to make an eye movement.
Activation in the right hemisphere,
due to the stimulus, was expected to follow the standard hemodynamic
time course (blue
curve). Activation in the left hemisphere,
due to the remapped
stimulus trace, was expected to occur with a similar time course
but shifted by 2 s because the cue to make an eye movement
occurs 2 s after stimulus onset. We also expected the remapped
response to be smaller in amplitude than the visual response.

11. Publications
Research

during

the current

funding

individual trials is plotted along the y axis, with percent signal
change represented
in pseudocolor
plotted over time (x axis).
C) BOLD-image
raster plots of the remapped responses for 72
successive trials. D) Eye position recorded in 36 trials of the
same task performed outside the scanner. From Merriam et al.
(2003).
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and Methods

Aim 1: Do LIP neurons

have

access

to visual

information

from

the entire

visual

field?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine
the extent to which remapping
of visual information
generalizes
across saccade direction.
The hypothesis
is that LIP neurons remap visual signals equally well in conjunction
with saccades
in all directions.
Single unit recording
will be used to test the degree to which LIP neurons
exhibit remapping
following
eye movements
in multiple directions.
At issue is whether parietal neurons
have
equal access to visual information
from all parts of the visual field.
Rationale.
Remapping
reflects the transfer of activation
from one group of neurons
(those that encoded
a stimulus location
before the eye movement)
to a second group (those that will represent
the stimulated
location after the eye movement).
In theory, a given LIP neuron should be able to receive input from neurons
representing
any other part of the visual field. Computational
models have described
how such shifting of
visual representations
could take place (Anderson
and Van Essen, 1987; Quaia et al., 1998). If such circuitry
exists in the brain, then the direction
of the saccade that induces
remapping
should be irrelevant,
as long as
the receptive field lands on the previously
stimulated
location.
Moreover,
remapping
should be equally robust
when visual signals are remapped
within the same hemifield
as when they are remapped
across hemifields.
Studies of remapping
to
hemifield
opposite to that
receptive
field is always
with respect to hemifield
Procedure.

Three

date have used a standard
paradigm
in which the stimulus
is always placed in the
which contains the receptive
field, and the saccade that brings the stimulus into the
horizontal.
This experiment
will determine
whether
remapping
is in fact universal
and saccade direction.

standard

tasks

will be used:

the single-step

task and two control

tasks.

In the single-

step task, the monkey initiates the trial by looking at a fixation point (Figure
12, panel A). Three events then
occur simultaneously
(panel B): the fixation point (FP1) is extinguished;
a new fixation target (FP2) appears;
and a peripheral
stimulus (S) is flashed on for 50 msec. The offset of the original fixation point is the signal
to the monkey to make a saccade to the new fixation point (panel C). As a result of this saccade, the receptive
field (RF) is brought to the screen location where the stimulus previously
appeared.
Neural activity is measured before, during and after the saccade.
The monkey is rewarded
for a correct saccade to FP2. From the
monkey's
point of view, this is a simple visually-guided
saccade task, and performance
is typically
perfect.
In this experiment,
4 saccade directions
will be tested (panel D). Saccade
amplitude
(20 deg) and final eye
position
(central) will be held constant
while saccade direction
will be varied. The final eye position
determines the location at which the stimulus is presented
and this location will be identical
across all trials. This
is important
because it avoids a potential confound
with orbital position.
The four saccade directions
will be
randomly
interleaved
in a block of single-step
trials; a minimum
of sixteen trials per direction will be collected.
RF
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Neural activity will also be measured
in two control tasks, the stimulus-alone
control and the saccade-alone
control.
These tasks are used to demonstrate
that remapping
activity cannot be attributed
to visual or motor
factors alone.
Eight sets of control trials will be collected
for each neuron (2 control
tasks x 4 directions).
These two control tasks will be run in a separate
block of trials; previous
work has shown that the singlestep task can induce a long-term
intertrial
memory
response
that can influence
activity in the control task
(Umeno and Goldberg,
2001). Within each block, the four directions
will be randomly
interleaved.
Sixteen
trials

per direction

will be collected.
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Data analysis.
The complete
data set for each neuron in this experiment
is 3 tasks x 4 directions,
for
a total of 12 conditions.
For each neuron in each condition
we will measure
neural
activity for correctly
performed
trials. Rasters and histograms
are aligned on the event of interest:
stimulus
onset for the stimulusalone task; saccade onset for the single-step
and saccade-alone
tasks. The beginning
of the response
is defined
as the 20ms time window nearest the alignment
event when activity first becomes
significantly
different
(t-test)
from baseline (measured
as activity in the final 150 msec of the initial fixation period).
This calculated
neural
latency is used to define the start of a response
epoch. This procedure
is necessary
because the stimulus trace
response
can begin either before or after the saccade that moves the receptive
field to the stimulated
location.
To accomodate
this variability,
the response
is defined as beginning
with the first significant
time window
occuring
either immediately
before or after the saccade.
Activity is measured
during
a 150 msec response
epoch.
Our preliminary
results indicate that the greatest challenge
in this experiment
is the relatively
large size of
most LIP receptive
fields. In the original remapping
experiments,
the stimulus was always placed in the hemifield opposite to that which contained
the receptive field. This made it easy to obtain clean control conditions,
in which there was never any response to the stimulus alone or to the saccade alone. The experimental
question
here requires that we place the stimulus in the same hemifield
as the receptive
field for three of the four conditions. For some neurons, this makes it difficult to achieve clean controls for all four directions.
To deal with
this, we have developed
a new analysis procedure.
First, we compare
activity in the single-step
task with that
in the stimulus-alone
task for each direction.
Activity in the single-step
task must be significantly
greater than
activity in the corresponding
stimulus-alone
condition.
Otherwise,
we assume that the single-step
response
is simply a visual response.
Neurons
with a response
in any direction
that is attributable
to the presence
of
the visual stimulus alone are excluded
from further analysis.
Second, we compare
activity in the single-step
task with activity in the saccade-alone
task for each direction.
A neuron is considered
to remap in a particular direction
if the response
in the single-step
task is significantly
greater (t-test) than in the corresponding
saccade-alone
condition.
The

primary

measure

in this experiment

is the number

of directions

for which

a given

neuron

exhibits

significant
remapping.
The four directions
used in the single-step
task will also allow us to compare
the
amplitude
of the response for: 1) remapping
across hemifields
(contraversive
horizontal
saccade);
2) remapping
within a hemifield
(ipsiversive
horizontal
saccade);
3) remapping
in conjunction
with vertical saccades.
An
analysis of variance will be used to make these comparisons.
Possible

outcomes.

The expected

outcome

is that LIP neurons

will exhibit

significant

junction with saccades in multiple directions.
With respect to the strength of remapping
there are two possible outcomes.
The expected outcome is that stimulus trace responses
for all saccade directions.
The alternative
is that there will be systematic
differences

remapping

in con-

in different directions,
will be equally robust
in the amplitude
of re-

sponse. For example, we may observe differences
for across vs. within-hemifield
remapping
or for remapping
in conjunction
with horizontal
vs. vertical saccades
or for remapping
in conjunction
with contraversive
vs,
ipsiversive
saccades.
If we do find systematic
differences,
we will follow up with a new set of experiments
to
specify the conditions
under which remapping
occurs.
Aim 2: Does remapping

in V3A,

V3 and V2 vary with hemifield

or distance?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine
whether remapping
in V3A, V3 and V2 depends on the hemifield
or the distance over which visual signals must be remapped.
In our extrastriate
experiments
to date, testing
has been done primarily
with 1) across-midline
remapping
and 2) large saccades.
Either of these factors might
account for the lower incidence
of remapping
in extrastriate
cortex as compared
to LIE The hypotheses
are:
1) remapping
will be more prevalent
or robust when the stimulus trace remains
within the same hemifield;
and 2) remapping
will be more prevalent
or robust when the distance
over which remapping
must occur is
commensurate
with the size of the receptive
field.
The object is to understand
why we observe less remapping
in extrastriate
cortex as compared
to LIP, FEF
and SC. In these latter regions, nearly all neurons exhibit robust remapping.
In contrast, neurons in extrastriate
cortex vary widely in the degree to which they exhibit remapping.
A clue to the origin of this difference
may lie in the relation
between receptive
field size and prevalence
of remapping.
Neurons
in areas with the
largest receptive fields show the most remapping
(52% in area V3A), while neurons in areas with the smallest
receptive
fields show the least remapping
(10% in V2)(Nakamura
and Colby, 2002). How are we to account
PHS 398 (Rev. 5/01)
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for this? Two factors may be important.
First, neurons
with larger receptive
fields may be more capable of
remapping
from one hemifield
to the other. We will test this by comparing
activity in conditions
where the
stimulus is remapped
within a hemifield
and across hemifields
(Expt.
1). Second,
the critical factor may be
simply the distance over which a stimulus trace must be remapped
relative to receptive
field size. Because
receptive
fields in extrastriate
cortex are considerably
smaller than those in LIP, we will be able to test the
hypothesis
by placing a stimulus within the same hemifield
as the receptive field but at different distances from
it (Expt. 2).
Experiment

1: Prevalence

and

strength

of within

vs. across-hemifield

remapping

in V3A,

V3 and

V2.

Rationale.
Remapping
is observed
in nearly all LIP neurons when tested in our standard
single-step
task,
in which the saccade is 20 deg and the stimulus trace is remapped
from one hemifield
to the other.. In extrastriate cortex the situation is different.
While a majority of neurons in area V3A exhibit remapping,
fewer
and fewer neurons
do so at earlier stages in the visual system (Nakamura
and Colby, 2002).
Is this fall-off
attributable
to the fact that in the standard
task the stimulus trace is always remapped
across hemifields?
LIP
receptive fields are much larger than those in extrastriate
cortex, and it may be that these larger receptive
fields
are necessary
to support the transfer of visual signals across long distances,
especially
when information
must
be remapped
across the vertical meridian.
The question
is whether remapping
in extrastriate
cortex will be
more prevalent or robust when the stimulus trace remains within a single hemifield,
as compared
to remapping
across hemifields.
The size of the saccade in both conditions
will be held constant
in order to dissociate
the
impact

of within

vs. across

remapping

from the distance

over which

remapping

takes

place.

Procedure.
We will record from single neurons in extrastriate
areas V3A, V3 and V2. For each neuron
we will measure receptive
field size and eccentricity
and record neural activity in the single step task under
2 conditions,
within-hemifield
and across-hemifield
(Figure
13A). In the standard
single step condition,
the
stimulus is placed in the ipsilateral
hemifield
and the saccade from FP1 to FP2 is 20 deg. The location of the
stimulus is determined
by the final location of the receptive field relative to FP2. The response
in this condition
will be compared
to that when the stimulus is placed in the contralateral
hemifield.
The size of the saccade that
invokes remapping
will be held constant.
The two trial types (within and across) will be randomly
interleaved.
The two control conditions
for each stimulus location will be interleaved
in a separate
block.
Figure
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Data analysis.
The complete
data set for each neuron in this experiment
is 3 tasks x 2 saccade directions,
for a total of 6 conditions.
For each neuron in each condition
we will measure
neural activity for correctly
performed
trials, as described
in Aim 1. Data will be analyzed only from neurons that are not activated in either
control condition.
For each neuron we will measure whether significant
remapping
occurs in each condition
(within and across).
For neurons that exhibit significant
remapping
in either condition,
we will measure the
amplitude
of the remapped
response.
The planned
comparisons
are 1) frequency
of significant
remapping
for within vs. across conditions
and 2) strength
of remapped
responses
for within vs. across conditions.
Analysis of variance will be used to assess whether receptive field size and eccentricity
are significant
factors
in determining

the strength

or prevalence

of remapped

responses.

Possible Outcomes.
The expected
outcome is that, in each extrastriate
area, remapping
will occur more
often when the stimulus representation
remains within the same hemisphere,
as compared
to when the stimulus
trace must be remapped
across the vertical midline. This result would suggest that local connections
contribute
to remapping
in extrastriate
cortex. On the other hand, we may find no difference
in the prevalence
or strength
of remapping
for across vs. within-hemifield
conditions.
This would suggest that remapping
in extrastriate
cortex reflects a top-down
process in which remapping
takes place at a level of the hierarchy
above extrastriate cortex.
Either result will help to constrain
further hypotheses
about the neural mechanisms
that produce
remapping.
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within

the same

hemifield

in V3A,

V3

Rationale.
The question here is whether the strength of the remapped
response
depends on the distance
over which a stimulus trace has to be remapped
within a hemifield.
If the stimulus trace is transferred from
one group of neurons to the next through purely local connections
within an extrastriate
area, it is conceivable
that there is some limit to the distance over which signals can be remapped.
This distance could be related to
the extent of horizontal
connections
within the area in relation
to the magnification
factor of the map of the
retina. Alternatively,
if remapping
is computed
in LIP (or elsewhere)
and the output of that computation
is fed
back to extrastriate
visual areas, then the distance should be irrelevant. The main goal in this experiment
is to
determine whether remapping
within a hemifield
depends on distance.
Procedure.
We will record from single neurons in extrastriate
areas V3A, V3 and V2. For each neuron
we will measure receptive
field size and eccentricity
and record neural activity in the single step task under 4
conditions
(Figure 13B). The stimulus will always be presented
at the same screen location, so as to control
for possible orbital position effects.
We will vary the distance over which remapping
takes place by placing
the initial fixation point at 4 locations relative to the center of the screen. These locations will necessarily
be
determined for each neuron based on the eccentricity
of the receptive
field: the longest saccade will match the
eccentricity
of the receptive
field; the shortest saccade will be equal to one-quarter
of the eccentricity.
The
object is to span the distance from the receptive field to the vertical meridian
in equal steps. The four stimulus
conditions
will be randomly
interleaved in a block. The two control tasks for each location will be randomly
interleaved in a separate block of trials.
Data analysis.
The complete
data set for each neuron in this experiment
is 3 tasks x 4 saccade lengths,
for a total of 12 conditions.
For each neuron in each condition
we will measure neural activity for correctly
performed
trials, as described
in Aim 1. Data will be analyzed only from neurons that are not activated in either
control task. For each neuron we will measure whether significant remapping
occurs for each saccade length.
For neurons that exhibit significant remapping for multiple saccade sizes, we will measure the amplitude of the
remapped
response.
The planned comparisons
are 1) frequency
of significant remapping for multiple saccade
sizes and 2) strength of remapped responses
for multiple saccade sizes. An analysis of variance will be used
to assess whether receptive field size and eccentricity
are significant
factors in determining
the strength or
prevalence
Possible
remapped
that local

of remapped
outcomes.

responses.
There

are two possible

outcomes.

The expected

outcome

is that the strength

of the

response will vary with the distance over which the stimulus trace is remapped.
This would suggest
connections
within each cortical region play a role in remapping.
Alternatively,
the strength of

remapping
may be independent of distance, suggesting
that local connections
within an area are not critical for
the generation of remapped
visual responses.
Either result would be informative
and would help to develop
hypotheses
regarding
the neural circuitry
that produces remapping.
Aim 3: Is the superior

colliculus

the source

of remapped

visual

signals

in the split-brain

monkey?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine
whether the remapping
of visual signals observed
in split-brain
animals depends
on the superior
colliculus.
The hypothesis
is that the robust across-hemifield
remapping
observed following
forebrain commissurotomy
(see Progress Report) reflects the transfer of visual information
from one superior
colliculus
to the other.
Reversible
inactivation
and/or unilateral
lesions of the superior
colliculus
will be made in animals in which the forebrain commissures
have been transected.
Both behavioral
and electrophysiological
measures
will be used to assess
meridian depends on an intact superior colliculus.

the degree

to which

remapping

across

the vertical

Procedure.
This experiment
will be carded out in two stages. In the first stage, we will follow the procedure that we have found to be successful
for studying split-brain
monkeys.
Because the surgery is so invasive,
transection
of the corpus callosum
and anterior commissure
is safest in an animal that has never had an implant.
Consequently,
in our studies to date, we have done the surgery first and then trained the animals on
the double-step
task using only within-hemifield
sequences.
The critical behavioral
test is the simultaneous
introduction
of new sets of within-hemifield
sequences
along with the first set of across-hemifield
sequences
(Figure 6). Accuracy
in the double-step
task for remapping
across the vertical meridian
will be measured
and
compared
to accuracy for remapping
within a hemifield.
In the physiological
testing, single unit recording
will
be carried out in LIP during single and double-step
tasks. Saccade
size and direction
will be varied so that
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remapping
takes place either entirely within one hemifield
or across hemifields.
This design allows each neuron to serve as its own control. The prediction
is that only remapping
across hemifields
will be impaired.
Our
results in the first two animals indicate that the strength of remapping
across hemifields
is reduced
compared
to within-hemifield
remapping
but it is still robust (see Progress Report Figure 7).
In the second stage of the experiment,
we will use two methods to block transmission
of signals through
the superior colliculus.
First, we will make a unilateral
lesion of the superior
colliculus.
We will repeat the
behavioral
tests described
above and then carry out single unit recording
in area LIP. We expect that the lesion
will impair behavioral
performance
in the double-step
task and reduce single-unit
activity in LIP during the
single and double-step
tasks. These impairments
should be selective for across-hemifield
conditions.
Second,
we will use reversible
methods to inactivate
the superior
colliculus.
These experiments
are essential
because
the permanent
lesion, while it may produce the largest effects, may also activate compensatory
mechanisms.
The combination
of permanent
and reversible
lesions is the most reliable
way to determine
the role of the
superior colliculus
in split-brain
animals.
Data analysis.
For the behavioral
double-step
experiments,
our primary
measures
are latency and accuracy of the second saccade. Latency is equal to the difference
between the end of the first saccade (velocity falls
below 20 deg/sec) and onset of the second saccade (velocity exceeds 50 deg/sec).
We will calculate
two complementary
measures
of accuracy:
distance error and angular error. Distance
error refers to the vector distance
between the saccade endpoint and the target. This captures dysmetria
in the endpoint
of the saccade.
Angular
error refers to the angular offset between
the saccade trajectory
and the target trajectory.
This captures how
well the direction
of the saccade matched
that of the target. We will use a multivariate
ANOVA
to determine
whether latency and accuracy measures
are significantly
different for the two updating
conditions
(within vs.
across), controlling
for visual field (left vs. right, upper vs. lower).
For the physiological
experiments,
we will analyze neural data from two tasks, the single-step
and the
double-step,
along with the two control tasks. The complete
data set for each neuron in this experiment
is 4
tasks x 2 saccade directions
(within and across), for a total of 8 conditions.
For each neuron in each condition,
we will obtain two primary measures:
the time of onset of neural activity, and the average firing rate. We will
determine
the onset of activity using a 20 msec sliding window, moved in 4 msec increments.
Onset is equal to
the beginning
of the bin in which activity is significantly
greater than baseline (activity during initial fixation).
We will calculate
average firing rate for the 150 msec epoch, beginning
at the onset of activity. We will conduct
paired t-tests on each measure to determine
whether there are significant
differences
between within and across
conditions.
Possible outcomes.
Following
lesion or inactivation
of the superior
colliculus
in split-brain
animals, we
expect that double-step
performance
for targets remapped
within a hemifield
will be unchanged;
saccade accuracy for targets remapped
across hemifields
will be impaired.
This result would suggest that the intertectal
commissure
is essential
for the transfer of visual information
across hemifields
in split-brain
animals.
It is
conceivable,
however, that monkeys may still be able to perform the double-step
task accurately.
This finding
would indicate that remapping
in the split-brain
monkey can be accomplished
by information
transfer through
pathways
other than the intertectal
commissure.
In the physiological
testing, we expect that stimulus
trace
responses
will remain robust for remapping
within a hemifield,
but will be completely
abolished
for remapping across hemifields.
In cases where the stimulus
is initially presented
in the contralateral
hemifield
and
is remapped
to another location still within that hemifield,
the transfer of information
from one cell group to
another should not be disrupted.
This prediction
applies
the direction
of the saccade.
Remapping
should remain

specifically
to the locus of the visual information,
not
intact as long as the visual information
stays within

one hemifield,

by which

regardless

of the direction

of the saccade

it is remapped.

Pitfalls.
Superior
colliculus
lesions and inactivations
produce
subtle deficits
in saccade
performance
(Schiller et al., 1979; Hikosaka
and Wurtz, 1986). Nonetheless,
monkeys are able to compensate
for electricallyinduced eye displacements
following
bilateral lesions of the SC or FEF (Schiller and Sandell,
1983). This eyedisplacement
paradigm
is computationally
equivalent
to the double-step
task: in both paradigms,
the location
of the stimulus must be updated in conjunction
with a shift in eye position (Sparks and Mays, 1990). Because
animals with SC lesions are still able to compensate
for eye displacements,
we expect that animals in our experiment
will also be able to perform the double-step
task. Even if double-step
performance
is significantly
impaired,
we will still be able to assess remapping
physiologically.
For these LIP recording
experiments,
the
animal

only needs

to be able to execute

visually-guided

saccades
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discharge

signal

sent to LIP?

The aim of these experiments
is to determine the immediate source of corollary
discharge input to area LIP. The
hypothesis
is that frontal cortex sends information
about an impending
saccade to LIP, and LIP then uses this
information to remap the stimulus representation.
This hypothesis
will be tested in experiments
using lesions
or reversible
inactivation in combination
with single unit recording and behavioral
testing. The frontal eye field
will be mapped out and lesioned or inactivated.
Single unit recording
in area LIP and behavioral
testing will
be used to assess the degree to which remapping
is preserved.
Rationale.
Remapping
ing eye movement
(Guthrie
ated in several cortical and

is triggered
by a central signal, a corollary
discharge,
which precedes the impendet al., 1983; Duhamel
et al., 1992a).
Corollary
discharge
signals could be genersubcortical
structures.
Recent work by Sommer and Wurtz (2003) indicates
that

corollary
discharge
signals generated
in the superior colliculus
are relayed through the medial dorsal nucleus
of the thalamus to the frontal eye field. Our hypothesis
is that the FEF is the immediate
source of the corollary
discharge
signal sent to area LIP.
eye movement
command
signals
The aim of this experiment
is to
We will test whether removal
or
abolishes

stimulus

trace activity

There are strong projections
from the FEF to LIP
(Cavada and Goldman-Rakic,
1989; Blatt et al.,
determine
whether input from FEF is necessary
inactivation
of the FEF impairs performance
on

which could carry copies of
1990; Stanton et al., 1995).
for remapping
in area LIP.
the double-step
task and/or

in LIP.

Procedure.
The general strategy for these experiments
is to begin with large, permanent
lesions and move
toward smaller, reversible
inactivations.
The advantage
of this approach
is that we will know quickly and
reliably whether there is an effect of complete
removal of the FEF on remapping
in area LIP. Temporary
disconnection,
by reversible
inactivation,
could produce misleading
results if used alone. Reversible
inactivation
experiments
depend on being able to record from precisely
the part of cortex that receives input from the inactivated zone (Malpeli and Schiller,
1979; Malpeli et al., 1981; Colby, 1988; Nealey and Maunsell,
1994). If
the wrong part, or not enough, of the FEF were inactivated
we might see no effect simply because the relevant
portion of the FEF would still be functional.
Therefore,
this experiment
will be carried out in two stages in
different animals. First, a chemical
lesion (ibotenic acid) will be made to ablate the FEF bilaterally.
Behavioral
testing will be done as soon as possible
compared
to pre-operative
performance.

following

ablation.

Saccade

accuracy

in the double-step

task will be

Physiological
testing will then be carried out in area LIP. Neurons
will be tested in the single-step
and
double-step
tasks. In both tasks we will measure neural activity following
the first saccade.
The physiological
recording
will produce
useful results in its own right and serves as a complement
to the behavioral
testing.
If monkeys
simply cannot do the double-step
task following
FEF ablation,
we will still be able to assess
remapping
in LIP by measuring
neural activity in the single step task, since this requires only a visually-guided
saccade.
In the second stage we will use reversible
inactivation
methods. This is a complementary
technique
which
is important
because permanent
lesions can invoke compensatory
mechanisms.
In this set of experiments,
we
will reversibly
inactivate
the FEF unilaterally
and measure
both behavioral
performance
and activity of LIP
neurons in the single-step
and double-step
tasks. The arrangement
of the saccade targets will be similar to that
used in the split-brain
experiments
(Figure 6). Neurons
will be tested before, during and after inactivation
of
FEF, allowing each neuron to serve as its own control (Malpeli et al., 1981; Colby, 1988).
Data analysis.
For the behavioral
double-step
experiments,
our primary
measures
are latency and accuracy of the second saccade.
Latency is equal to the difference
between the end of the first saccade (velocity
falls below 20 degrees/sec)
and onset of the second saccade (velocity exceeds
50 degrees/sec).
We will calculate two complementary
measures
of accuracy:
distance
error and angular error. Distance
error refers to the
vector distance between the saccade endpoint and the target. This captures
dysmetria
in the endpoint
of the
saccade. Angular error refers to the angular offset between the saccade trajectory
and the target trajectory.
This
captures how well the direction of the saccade matched that of the target. We will use a multivariate
ANOVA
to determine
whether latency and accuracy measures
are significantly
different for the two updating conditions
(within vs. across), controlling
for visual field (left vs. right, upper vs. lower).
For the physiological
experiments,
we will analyze
neural data from two tasks, the single-step
and the
double-step,
along with the two control tasks. The complete
data set for each neuron in this experiment
is 4
tasks x 2 saccade directions
(within and across), for a total of 8 conditions.
For each neuron in each condition,
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we will obtain two primary measures:
the time of onset of neural activity, and the average firing rate. We will
determine
the onset of activity using a 20 msec sliding window, moved in 4 msec increments.
Onset is equal to
the beginning
of the bin in which activity is significantly
greater than baseline
(activity during initial fixation).
We will calculate average firing rate for the 150 msec epoch, beginning
at the onset of activity. We will conduct
paired t-tests on each measure to determine
whether there are significant
differences
between within and across
conditions.
Possible outcomes.
FEF inactivation
could yield two kinds of effects.
First, it could produce
an effect
specific to the direction
of the saccade.
Each FEF represents
primarily
contraversive
saccades.
If the FEF is
the sole source of the corollary
discharge
signal, then we should observe a failure of remapping
specific to
contraversive
saccades.
Second, it could produce effects specific to the hemifield
in which the remapping
takes
place. Each FEF contains
a representation
emphasizing
the contralateral
hemifield.
If the FEF is necessary
for the visual representation
of either the initial stimulus trace or the remapped
stimulus trace, then we should
observe a failure of remapping
in conditions
in which either the initial stimulus or the remapped
trace is in the
contralesional
visual hemifield.
Results from Schiller and Sandell (1983) raise the interesting
possibility
that frontal cortex lesions may
not significantly
impair remapping.
They showed that performance
remained
intact after FEF lesions on a
task that is similar to the double-step
task. Their technique
differed from the behavioral
paradigm
proposed
here. In their experiment,
the monkey was given a only single target. The first "step" was induced by electrical
stimulation
of the superior colliculus,
which caused the eye to deviate before a visually-guided
saccade (second
step) could be initiated.
Monkeys
were able to make a saccade to the target correctly,
despite this intervening
eye movement
and could do so even after the FEF were lesioned.
The technical
difference
in their experiments
makes it unclear whether we should expect that FEF lesions or inactivations
will leave remapping
intact, as
measured
in our purely behavioral
double-step
task. If we find that FEF lesions have no impact on accuracy
of saccade performance,
it will suggest either that 1) the corollary
discharge
signal to LIP orignates
elsewhere
(possibly
subcortically)
or 2) that there are multiple potential
sources.
Further experiments
could explore the
role of other frontal cortical areas, notably the supplementary
eye fields, and the superior colliculus.
Pitfalls.
I have significant
experience
with reversible
inactivation
methods in anesthetized,
paralyzed
animals (Malpeli et al., 1981; Colby, 1988). These techniques
have been successfully
applied in the alert animal
in both frontal cortex and LIP (Chafee and Goldman-Rakic,
2000; Li and Andersen,
2001) in tasks similar
to those proposed
here. Similar inactivation
experiments
in alert monkeys
are currently
being done in the
laboratories
Overview

of --and

------------

-- ---

--------

--- ---

--------

------

-- ------------

Schedule

The experiments
in Aim 1 are underway
and should be completed
in year 1. Our initial experiments
under
Aim 3 will be carried out on the split-brain
animals that have already
been used to investigate
the role of
the forebrain
commissures
in remapping.
We expect to begin these experiments
in year 1 and continue
into
years 2 and 3, adding two more animals.
The extrastriate
experiments
in Aim 2 will be carded
out during
years 2-4. The lesion and inactivation
experiments
in Aim 4 will be carried out initially in the animals used
for recording
in extrastriate
cortex. We expect to begin these experiments
in year 4 and continue through year 5.

Methods
Pedestal

implantation

and care

Implant surgery.
Surgery is carried out under aseptic conditions.
The monkey is initially given atropine
(0.4 mg/kg i.m.), followed by ketamine
hydrochloride
(20 mg/kg i.m.) and valium (1.0 mg/kg, i.m.) to induce
anesthesia.
Preparation
for surgery is done in a separate animal prep room and includes shaving the scalp and
scrubbing
the skin with betadine.
An intravenous
catheter is inserted in a hindlimb
vein and an endotracheal
tube is inserted.
The is monkey then transferred
to the surgery and temperature
and heart rate monitors
are
attached.
Surgical anesthesia
is maintained
by isoflurane
gas (1-2%) and expired CO2 is monitored
continuously. The first step in the surgery is implantation
of scleral search coils under the conjunctiva
(Judge et al.,
1980). For pedestal implantation,
a midline scalp incision is made and the skull surface is exposed and cleared
of periosteum.
Titanium
skull screws are implanted
around the rim of the exposed
surface.
Stereotaxis
is
used to center craniotomies
over the recording
zone and recording
chambers
are cemented
to the skull with
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dental acrylic.
A continuous
pedestal
of acrylic is then built up to include the chambers,
the skull screws,
plugs for the eye coils and a stainless steel head post for attachment
to the head restraint
clamp. Immediately
after surgery, the animal is given butorphanol
(0.05 mg/kg, i.m.) to alleviate postsurgical
pain. On the days
following
surgery, additional
analgesics
are given if the animal shows signs of discomfort,
such as lethargy or
lack of appetite. The monkey is given free access to food and water during the week following
surgery.
Care of chamber
and implant.
Routine measures
designed
to prevent infection
are carried out at the
beginning
of each daily recording
session or every 2-3 days when recording
is not in progress.
The interior
of the recording
chamber
is cleaned
with 3% hydrogen
peroxide,
rinsed with sterile saline and filled with a
bacteriostat
(dilute betadine).
The wound margin generally
heals completely.
When inflammation
is present, it
is gently cleaned with sterile saline and, if needed, treated with 3% hydrogen
peroxide
and antibiotics.
Experimental

control.

All aspects of the experiment
will be under on-line control by a computer
running Cortex software,
provided
by --- -------- ------------- -------- The software generates
and displays visual stimuli, monitors
eye position
and unit activity and controls delivery of liquid rewards.
A second computer
system runs software for on-line
waveform
analysis and spike recognition.
The times of action potentials
and other events are stored with 1 msec
resolution.
Data from all trials are displayed
on-line and saved to disk. On-line monitor displays include raster
displays and cumulative
post stimulus time histograms
of unit activity, eye position traces and percent-correct
scores.
Behavioral

procedures.

Visual stimulation.

The monkey

faces

a video

monitor

at a distance

of 20 cm.

The original

remapping

experiments
were done using stimuli produced by LEDs, back-projected
onto a tangent screen (Duhamel
et al.,
1992a).
We now use a video display system which has the substantial
advantage of being able to produce a
wide range of visual stimuli. The only disadvantage
is that we have less precise control of stimulus onset and
offset times, given a refresh rate of 16 msec. In practice, this has not been a problem as we are still able to
ensure that the stimulus is presented outside the receptive field and is turned off well before an eye movement
can be initiated. The extrastriate cortex experiments
in particular require the greater flexibility provided by the
video

system

since many of these neurons

are orientation

selective.

Eye movement
monitoring
and training.
Horizontal
and vertical eye position signals are measured by
a Riverbend search coil system.
The sampling
rate is 1 ld-Iz. Monkeys
are trained first to maintain steady
fixation and then to track the stimulus with a saccadic
eye movement
when it jumps.
Transfer from the basic
visually-guided
saccade task to more complicated
tasks proceeds through a series of shaping steps, most of
which are automated.
We anticipate, based on our previous experience,
that animals can be trained for all the
tasks necessary for these studies in about 4 months.
Microelectrode

recording

and microstimulation.

Structural
MRI
Prior to placement
of the recording
chamber,
structural
------------------- --------4.7 Tesla, 40-cm horizontal bore Bruker Avance

images
scanner.

are obtained using
Scan parameteres

the
are

appropriate for visualization
of gray and white matter (spin echo inversion sequence;
Tl=700
msec; TR = 2
sec; TE = 12 msec; slice thickness
= 3 ram; slice matrix = 128 x 128; in-plane resolution
= 1.28 mm). These
structural
images are used to confirm the location of target structures
relative to fiducial markers embedded in
the cranial

implant.

Location
of recording
chambers.
For LIP recordings,
chambers
will be placed over each hemisphere
at
AP -5.7 mm and L 12 ram. Recording chambers
are placed flat against the skull for LIP recording:
the angle of
the central portion of the intraparietal sulcus is approximately
orthogonal to the skull surface so this approach
yields long electrode
penetrations
through
the lateral bank of the sulcus, tangential
to the cortical surface
(Colby et al., 1993, 1996).
For extrastriate
areas V3A, V3 and V2 chambers
will be placed in stereotaxic
coordinates,
centered
at AP -15.5 and L 9 mm. The internal diameter of the recording
chamber
is 1.8 cm so
this placement
will allow access to both the lunate sulcus (V2 and V3) and the annectant gyms
(Colby, 1988). For recording
from the frontal eye fields, chambers
will be placed stereotaxically
mm and L 17 mm (Robinson
and Fuchs, 1969).
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Electrode placement.
The recording
chamber
accommodates
a holder for a plastic (delrin) grid cylinder
which is fixed in place with set screws at the beginning
of each recording
session (Crist et al., 1988). The grid
contains vertical holes, spaced 1 mm apart, for holding a guide tube in place.
An offset grid, with the holes
shifted by 0.5 mm, can also be precisely
aligned within the chamber
if fine mapping
is required.
Altogether,
this system provides
access for 144 electrode
penetration
sites, spaced 0.5 mm apart. The guide tube is held
rigidly, an important
advantage
for producing
straight and reproducible
electrode
penetrations
which can be
reconstructed
accurately
at the end of the experiment
(Colby and Duhamel,
1991; Colby et al., 1993).
For
recordings
from LIP and FEF, the guide tube will extend out from the bottom of the grid so that it presses on
but does not break through the dura. For each penetration,
the dura is lanced with a short piece of sharpened
stainless steel. This technique
has been very successful
in allowing
good recordings
from the cortical
surface
(Colby et al., 1996).
Single-unit
recording,
waveform
analysis
and spike recognition
Tungsten
microelectrodes
(Frederick
Haer Co.) are advanced
through the guide tube by a Narishige
hydraulic
microdrive
affixed to the chamber.
Signals from the electrode
are led to an amplifier, a waveform
discriminator,
analog and digital oscilloscopes
and an audio monitor. Raw signals from the amplifier are led to a Signal Processing
Systems
8701 Waveform
Discriminator
utilizing
software that runs in real time on an independent
pentium-based
platform.
The system stores examples
of action potentials
generated
by the neuron under study and then accepts or rejects each
subsequent
deflection
of the trace on the basis of goodness
of match as determined
by a trmplate-matching
algorithm.
At theser's
option it can track automatically
so as to maintain
a current template
of a gradually
changing
waveform.
Pulses from the waveform
discriminator
are led to the computer.
Microstimulation.
Electrode
placement
in the frontal eye field will be confirmed
by microstimulation
(Bruce and Goldberg,
1985). Seventy msec trains of biphasic pulses (250 us per phase) will be generated
at
a frequency
of 350 Hz by a Grass $88 stimulator
under computer
control.
The outputs of the stimulator
will
be connected
through two constant current optical isolator units (Grass PSIU6) which mediate the positive and
negative
Data

phases

display,

of each pulse.
storage

and

Current

will be varied

over the range

of 10 to 100 uA.

analysis.

Off-line display and analysis.
Data are stored permanently
on compact dsiks. For off-line analysis single
unit data can be viewed in histogram
or raster format, aligned on the occurence
of any computer
controlled
or
recorded

event.

Eye position

records

can also be displayed

for each trial.

Data analysis.
Data analysis is carried out using custom-written
Matlab
software.
For each neuron in
each condition
we measure neural activity for correctly performed
trials. Histograms
are aligned on the event
of interest (e.g., achievement
of fixation, stimulus onset, stimulus offset, saccade onset, saccade offset). The
beginning
of the response
is defined as the 20ms time window nearest the alignment
event when activity first
becomes
significantly
different from baseline.
This calculated
neural latency is used to define the start of a
response
epoch. This procedure
is necessary
because stimulus trace responses
can begin either before or after
the saccade which moves the receptive field to the stimulated
location (Duhamel
et al., 1992a). To accomodate
this variability,
the response
is defined as beginning
with the first significant
time window occuring
either
immediately
before or after the saccade.
A statistical
software package
(SYSTAT)
with routines
for analysis
of variance, t-tests and other standard
tools will be used. Population
measures
will be used where appropriate
(Colby

et al., 1996).

Histology.
During the two weeks prior to sacrifice, microlesions
will be placed at selected physiologically
characterized
sites through the tip of the recording
electrode (20 uA, tip negative for 20 sec). The animal will be
overdosed
with barbiturate
and transcardiac
perfusion
with buffered sucrose formalin
will be used for fixation
of brain tissue.
In addition to the microlesions,
reconstruction
of electrode
tracks is aided by the insertion
of marking pins through
the recording
grid at the time of perfusion.
Brains will be blocked
in stereotaxic
coordinates
(for frontal and extrastriate
experiments)
or in non-standard
coordinates
which match the plane of
the electrode penetrations
(for LIP) (Colby et al., 1993). Sections will be cut at 50 um on a freezing microtome.
Serial sections through the recording
zone will be mounted and stained with cresyl violet, with a one in 10 series
being used for Gallyas staining.
Myelin staining is useful for identifying
borders of areas LIP (Colby, 1988;
Colby et al., 1993).
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inactivations.

Lesions.
Excitotoxic
lesions will be made by injection
of ibotenic acid. On the day of the lesion, we will
verify the extent of the designated
lesion zone by microelectrode
recording.
We will use a 10 ul Hamilton
syringe to make injections
of ibotenic acid (10 ug/ul in phosphate
buffered
saline at pH 7.4). The Hamilton
syringe will be held in the same grid used for recording.
This allows accurate
placement
of the syringe tip
at any site previously
occupied
by the recording
microelectrode
(Crist et al., 1988; Munoz and Wurtz, 1993).
Injections
of 1 ul will be placed in an array of points 1 mm apart. Injections
of this volume at this separation result in a continuous
zone of neuronal
cell-body
loss (Pasternak
et al., 1995). The extent of the lesion
will be assessed
at the end of the experiment
by staining a series of sections for cytochrome
oxidase activity
(Wong-Riley,
1979). Zones of neuronal cell-body
loss are pale in this stain (Pasternak
et al., 1995).
Reversible
1988; Munoz

inactivation.
Reversible
inactivations
will be done using muscimol,
and Wurtz, 1993; Dias and Segraves,
1999). Injections
will be made

a GABA agonist (Crist et al.,
through the recording
grid,

using a Hamilton
syringe. The tip of the syringe needle is lowered to the depth corresponding
to sites at which
appropriate
neural activity has been identified
through
single unit recording
(SC) and/or microstimulation
(FEF). The specific amounts and number of injection
sites will need to be worked out for each experiment.
E. Human

Subjects

None.

F. Vertebrate
Proposed

Animals

use of animals.

Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) will be used
from single neurons
in alert animals performing
week. Twelve adult monkeys
(female or male),
there will be one major surgery at the beginning
The full testing period will span approximately
Justification

of animal

use, choice

of species

for these experiments.
Testing sessions will involve recording
eye movement
tasks for four to five hours a day, 5 days a
4-10 kg and 3-10 years of age will be used. For each animal
of the experiment
for implantation
of the recording
chambers.
3 years for each animal.
and

numbers

used.

Rhesus monkeys
are superior to other common
experimental
animals in their ability to master complex visuomotor tasks. This is manifest in four ways: (1) they are able to learn sophisticated
reward contingencies,
as in
the delayed saccade task; (2) they commonly
emit thousands,
rather than hundreds,
of operantly
conditioned
eye movements
during a single testing session; (3) they are able to move their eyes quickly and accurately
over
a wide range; (4) their gaze is steady during fixation.
Other species of monkeys,
such as Macaca fascicularis,
are not as easily trained and do not work as well. Rhesus monkeys
have become the standard
experimental
animal for visuomotor
studies and it is important
to collect data that are comparable
to those from other laboratories.
We estimate that twelve animals will be required for collection
of adequate
data. The necessity
for
using multiple animals arises from several factors including:
(1) there is a time limit of about two years for
the chambers
and cranial implant to remain in optimal condition;
(2) there is a limit to the number of tasks on
which an individual
animal can be trained without spending
more time on training than on data collection;
(3)
for statistical reliability,
each test must be carried out on many neurons in each area, and data must be collected
from more than one animal in each task. The number of animals used will be kept to a minimum
by doing the
lesion

experiments

Veterinary

initially

in animals

that have already

been

used for significant

care.

Daily oversight
and special veterinary
care as needed are provided by veterinarians
of Laboratory
Animal Resources,
University
of Pittsburgh
Medical Center.
Procedures

recording.

to minimize

discomfort,

distress,

pain

and

affiliated

with the Division

injury.

Detailed procedures
for minimizing
discomfort
related to the implant surgery are described
above under Methods. Occasional
minor procedures
(regular TB testing and debriding
of the dural surface) are carried out under
ketamine
HC1 (10 mg/kg, i.m.). The recording
chambers
are cleaned every day during recording
and at least
three times a week when recording
is not in progress.
The skin margin at the edge of the implant is inspected
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daily and cleaned if appropriate.
Minimal restraint is used during training and recording.
On a daily basis, animals are transferred
from cage to chair by use of a pole and collar arrangement,
as recommended
in the NIH
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.
The monkey sits in a chair that provides
head restraint
but permits free movement
of the rest of the body. Both the floor and the neck plate height are adjusted to the
dimensions
of the individual
animal.
The head is fixed to the chair only after the chair has been wheeled to
the lab. Monkeys
are free to move within the chair during the experiment
and repeatedly
change their posture
during the recording
session.
It is essential
that monkeys
work consistently
during recording.
A given neuron remains isolated for only
a limited time and it is important
to carry out a complete
series of tests on each neuron.
For this reason,
monkeys are rewarded
for each correctly performed
trial with water or dilute fruit juice. The monkey's
weight
and fluid intake are monitored
on a regular basis (Desimone
et al., 1992). Monkeys
are allowed to work for
fluid until satiated or are given supplemental
water at the end of the recording
session. On non-recording
days,
animals are given at least as much water as on days when they work to satiation.
The monkeys
used in these
experiments
are required to perform visuomotor
tasks that demand effort and concentration.
It is essential that
they be in excellent
health and that the laboratory
environment
not induce stress. This is in the interest of the
animal, the investigator,
the scientific community
and society, which ultimately
reaps the benefit in new basic
and applied knowledge.
Euthanasia.
At the end of the experiment,
the brain must be perfused
and removed
for electrode
track and lesion reconstruction. Euthanasia
is carried out by a high dose of ketamine HC1 (20 mg/kg, i.m.), followed by an overdose
of sodium pentobarbitol
(200-250
mg/kg, i.v.). Transcardiac
perfusion
with saline and 10% buffered formalin
is used to fix the brain tissue. This procedure
is consistent
with recommendations
of the Panel on Euthanasia
of the American

Veterinary

Medical

Association.
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